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Charge transfer and oxygen ordering in YBa2Cu306+
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The electronic structure of the CuO planes is studied using a generalized Hubbard model includ-
ing Cu-0 repulsion U„s, for each value of x and two different assumptions on the oxygen (0) ordering.
The result explains qualitatively the experimentally observed hole count in the Cu02 planes, the
amount of Cu+ and the metal-insulator transition near x=0.5. For large enough U„&, the energy
AE favoring ordering in chains is positive. A simple explanation of this and the relation between
charge transfer and 0 ordering is given. The screening length A is calculated using Thomas-Fermi
theory, an effective one-band model for the CuO& planes and experimental data. This information is
used to construct an effective lattice-gas model for the 0 ordering, based on 0-0 screened repulsions
in which AE is the only parameter. The superstructures predicted by this model provide an ex-
planation of almost all observed diRraction patterns and of recently observed photoinduced changes
in the transport properties. The electronic and structural results are consistent with the observed
dependence of the superconducting T, vs z.

I. INTRODUCTION

In spite of recent experimental and theoretical
progress, the electronic structure of high-T, systems is
not completely understood yet. This is mainly due to the
large magnitude of the correlations in the problem, and
the present shortcomings of theoretical methods used to
handle strongly correlated systems. Since the 0 ordering
is ultimately determined by the electronic structure of
the system, one cannot expect a complete understanding
of the former either. However, theoretical studies of the
relation between the electronic and the atomic structure
of YBa2CusOs+ (Refs. 1—7) were successful in clarifying
some of the most important aspects. Experimentally, it is
clear that when quenched samples of YBa2Cu306+ with
oxygen content x 0.5 are annealed at room tempera-
ture, the superconducting T, increases. This effect
was interpreted as due to a reordering of the 0 atoms of
the CuO planes in such a way that two threefold coor-
dinated Cu ions of these planes are transformed into one
fourfold and one twofold coordinated Cu ion. This pic-
ture has been confirmed by optical measurements. ' A

simple argument, valid in the extremely strong-coupling
limit, which explains why this reordering dopes the Cu02
planes and at the same time why this charge transfer fa-
vors energetically the ordering in chains, is given at the
beginning of Sec. II.

Among the electronic properties which are character-
istic of YBa2Cu306+, the most salient are the plateaus
in the z dependence of T, (Refs. 12—15) and number of
carriers nH deduced from Hall measurements, and
the metal-insulator transition near x 0.5. ' The
magnetic properties and low-temperature transforma-
tions possibly related with the formation of ferroelectric
and antiferroelectric domains also distinguish this sys-
tem from the other high-T ones. An important clue in
the understanding of the electronic structure is provided

by optical experiments which determine the amount of
Cu+. ' It behaves like 1-2x for z & 0.2 and like 1-z for
x & 0.4. This result agrees with Cu nuclear quadrupole
resonance (NQR) experiments for x = 2/3. 22 The first
plateau in T, vs x, for 0.6 ( z + 0.75 with T„60K is
related to the corresponding plateau in nH vs z, while
the second plateau in T„ for 0.8 ( x & 1 with T, 90 K
is due to the fact that, although nH still increases with
x, T, vs nH passes through its maximum value.

The first explanation of the plateau in nH vs x was
a "weak-coupling" one. It was assumed that 0 vacan-
cies enter in full CuO chains in a regularly spaced form.
However, the energy calculated with the same model they
propose, and experimental evidence in the region of the
plateau, ' suggest that the CuO chains are intact.
Diffraction patterns originated from regularly spaced va-
cancies were observed only for x & 3/4. i ' s In addition,
due to the neglect of correlations, the model cannot ex-
plain the z; dependence of the amount of Cu+ and the
semiconducting behavior for x (1/2. Instead, a semi-
quantitative agreement with the observed x dependence
of both nH and the amount of Cu+ was obtained using
strong-coupling approaches to the electronic structure of
the CuO planes. ' ' ' ' The first approach included
the apex 0 ious [0(l) in the notation of Ref. 37] and
also obtained a metal-insulator transition at x=0.5 and
the energy AE which favors ordering in CuO chains. The
model is described in Sec. II and briefIy in Refs. 1 and 34.
The basic assumptions are the following: (1) The system
composed of the CuO planes and the apex 0 atoms is
"disconnected" from the superconducting planes. This is
supported by band-structure calculations. (2) Intra-
atomic correlations are so strong that Cu+ and neutral
0 are absent. (3) The system can be described by an
extended Hubbard model and doped infinite chains are
described by an efI'ective Hamiltonian with all Cu ions
as Cu+ . The approach of Uimin ef al. is similar.
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However these authors neglected the apex O(1) atoms,
and different properties are explained in terms of a large
statistical amount of short CuO chains. We believe that
unless long-range 0-0 repulsions are included ' ' infi-

nite Cu0 chains will always be stable below room tem-
perature.

At temperatures above room temperature, the 0 or-
dering in the CuO planes is characterized by three
phases: tetragonal (TG), orthorhombic (OI), and double-
cell orhtorhombic (OII). 3 At lower temperatures not
only these phases, but several other superstructures (SS)
have been observed by electron diffraction. For ideal
compositions in the range 1/2 & z & 3/4, they corre-
spond to arrangements of full and empty CuO chains,
with unit cell 1 x n with n & 8 We call them
"chain structures" (CS). For ideal compositions z ( 3/8
(Refs. 33 and 29) [z & 3/4 (Refs. 13 and 33)], SS have
been reported in which the 0 atoms (vacancies) tend to
be as far apart as possible. These diffraction patterns
are compatible with the SS which minimize the inter-
atomic 0-0 «pulsion. ' ' ' We call them HS because
they often resemble a deformed hexagonal lattice. The
general aspect of the SS with ideal compositions z=l/2
and z=3/8 has been confirmed by neutron and x-
ray ' ' ' experiments. The structure of unit cell 1 x 3
with ideal composition z = 2/3 has also been confirmed
by x-ray diffraction. There is a controversy about the
other SS which will be addressed in Sec. IV.

A method which has been successful in the theoretical
description of phase diagrams of binary transition-metal
alloys is to use an effective lattice-gas (or Ising) model
with parameters determined by fitting the energy of sev-
eral structures (some of them hypothetical) to ab initio
calculations. In carbides and nitrides of transition met-
als a systematic error in the theoretical cohesive energy
has been found. 54 This method is not expected to work
in highly correlated systems. In particular, for insulating
perovskites related to a high-T, system, the ab initio cal-
culations predict a metallic phase, unless the total-energy
functional is modified. The phase diagram for 0 order-
ing in YBa2Cu306+ above room temperature has been
explained restricting the maximum interaction range a
priori to one lattice parameter of the CuO planes. The
interactions which best fit the phase diagram are near to
those obtained using a linear muffin-tin orbital (LMTO)
calculation. However, with these parameters, there are
serious disagreements for chemical potential and molar
enthalpy and entropy in ErBa2Cu306+ . The agree-
ment on the phase diagram is probably fortuitous: on
the one hand, the reduction of the energy when corre-
lations are included using the Gutzwiller approximation
[Eq. (14)], is of the order of 0.6 eV per unit cell, much
larger than the calculated interactions and depends on
the 0 ordering. On the other hand, the range of the in-
teractions is at least two times the lattice parameter a.
Repulsions at this distance are necessary in the expla-
nation of Khachaturyan and Morris of the split diffuse
diffraction peaks observed in the system. ' Recently,
one of us has generalized this explanation to all com-
position and temperatures using a one-dimensional Ising
model in which repulsions at a distance 2a are essential.

Moreover, experimental results for z 5/8 (Refs. 32
and 29) suggest the structure of unit cell 1 x 8 shown
in Fig. 2(a) of Ref. 1, which requires repulsions at a dis-
tance 7a to be stabilized. These longer-range repulsions
modify drastically the transition temperatures.

An alternative starting point to the uncorrelated pic-
ture discussed in the previous paragraph is the purely
ionic model for oxygen ordering. As a consequence of
the neglect of charge transfer, the ground state of this
model for z 1/2 contradicts experiment. 29 33 '3 This
model was modified on the basis of electronic structure
calculations in Ref. 1. In that work, a strong-coupling
explanation of the hole count was given, all available
diffraction patterns were explained, some of them were
predicted, and thermodynamic properties were calcu-
lated. However, the analysis of each particular aspect
was necessarily too brief and the recent neutron and x-
ray experiments for z 3/8 (Refs. 48, 49 and 51) ren-
der an estimation of the screening length A necessary.
For constant A, the model of Ref. 1 predicts that the
CS are present in the ground state symmetrically around
z 1/2, while the experimental data seems to favor HS
for z 3/8 (Refs. 29, 48, 49 and 51) and CS for z
5/8 29—32

The objective of the present work is to show that, at
least qualitatively for the moment, a harmonious strong-
coupling explanation of the main peculiar electronic and
structural properties of YBa2Cu306+ can be given, in
which intra- and interatomic repulsions play a decisive
role. Although our treatment is not fully self-consistent,
the structural assumptions for the electronic model are
consistent with both experiment and the results of the
structural model, while the latter is proposed on the ba-
sis of the electronic structure calculations. In Sec. II
we study the electronic structure of the Cu0 planes, in-
cluding the apex 0 atoms, to obtain the distribution of
holes and the energy gain AE which favors ordering in
chains. In Sec. III, we calculate the screening length A,

using a one-band effective model for the Cu02 planes and
compare the energy of the CS and HS using a structural
model which includes AE and A. Section IV contains a
comparison with experiment and discussion.

II. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
OF THE CuOg+ SUBSYSTEM

Before studying a more realistic model, we will discuss
first the ionic limit [t;~ = 0 in Eq. (2)]. In this limit, the
interplay between charge transfer and oxygen ordering
and the decisive role of Cu intratomic (Ug) and Cu-0 in-
teratomic (U„~) repulsions can be very easily understood.
In Fig. 1, we show the structure (HS) which minimizes
the total Coulomb repulsion energy under the assump-
tion that all atoms related by symmetry operations in
the tetragonal phase have the same charge ' ' for x
= 1/2. We also show the structure composed of full and
empty CuO chains (CS), which is actually the one exper-
imentally observed for z=l/2. 29 4 9 32 Let us assume
that all 0 ions in the CuO planes and the apex 0 ions
are present as 0 . Let us also neglect for the moment
the O-O repulsions. For CS there are two types of Cu
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FIG. 2. Energy levels of the structures shown in Fig. 1
in the limit of vanishing hopping energy t = 0. The dashed
line is a possible position of the Fermi level ef of the Cu02
planes. At the bottom the corresponding charge distribution
is indicated.

FIG. 1. Top: top view of the CuO planes for ordering in
infinite CuO chains (left) and for the superstructure which
minimizes the Coulomb repulsion energy between equally
charged 0 atoms (right) for z =1/2. Bottom: side view of
the CuO planes showing the apex 0 atoms and the atomic
structures which are electronically "disconnected" from the
rest of the system.

atoms in the CuO planes: the fourfold coordinated and
the twofold coordinated ones. To put the first hole in
the former ones costs an energy eQ SUpp where the
second term represents the attraction of the four nearest-
neighbor 0 ions and ec„, assumed site independent,
contains all other interatomic interactions. Similarly for
the twofold coordinated Cu ions, the energy necessary to
convert them from Cu+ to Cu+ is ~g„—4Up~. Due to
the large intratomic repulsion U~, the energy necessary
to put the second hole on any Cu ion is very large and
the Cu+ configuration can be safely neglected in agree-
ment with several studies. ' For HS, all Cu ions are
threefold coordinated and the relevant energy levels lie
at Ec —6Upp The energy levels for both structures in
the hole representation are shown in Fig. 2. When the
superconducting Cu02 planes are included, four difer-
ent situations can occur depending on the value of the
Fermi energy eF. If ~~ & ~c„—4Upp, all Cu ions are
present as Cu+2, no charge transfer to the planes takes
place and the energy for CS and HS is the same. If how-
ever e~„—4Upg ) ~~ ) ec„—6Upg, charge transfer takes
place only for CS, the twofold coordinated Cu ions are
Cu+, and the energy of CS is lower than that of HS by
AE: cc 4Upp 6+ In the other two situations( ~c„—6Up~ and for HS the charge in the super-
conducting planes per Cu is 2x and the amount of Cu+
is const, ant, contradicting several experimental evidence
discussed later. For arbitrary concentrations, we define
AE as the difference between the energy for HS and CS
divided by the corresponding difFerence in four-fold co-
ordinated Cu ions. AE can be interpreted as an energy

H = Ho+H',

Ho(x = 1) = eg ) d, d~~ + ) (eg +Aj)p. pj~

. t t t t+Up ) d'gdzgd 'gdzg + Up ) p tpj gp 'gpj

t t+Upg g di di p, ~,p, +g (2)

H' = ) tp(d, p, +p +H.c.).

The sum over i(j) extends over all Cu(O) atoms of the
subsystem. Varying b, i + b labels the nearest-neighbor

gain per pair of second-neighbor 0 atoms of the CuO
planes with a Cu in between. We will use this interpre-
tation in the next section.

The above simple picture with the Fermi level as in
Fig. 2 provides a qualitative explanation of the doping
efFect of the ordering in chains, the efI'ect of charge
transfer in stabilizing the CS, and a 1-z (1-2z) depen-
dence of the amount of Cu+ for CS (HS). However the
position of the metal-insulator transition is not explained
and the amount of charge in the superconducting Cu02
planes is overestimated due to the neglect of covalency ef-
fects. To take these eKects into account, we assume that
the hopping between the apex 0 atoms and the atoms of
the superconducting Cu02 planes is weak enough to treat
the CuO planes and the apex O atoms as an indepen-
dent subsystem. This assumption is supported by band-
structure calculations. One expects that this subsys-
tem should be described in similar terms as the supercon-
ducting Cu02 planes. There is a general consensus that
the electronic structure of these planes is well described
by the extended three-band Hubbard model (or ef-
fective models derived from it ). For the Cu02+,
subsystem with x=1, this model has the form
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so that Ho takes the form:

IHp = e(g ) di~dio + &p ) p~y~pj lcm' + &p ) p~p~pj 2o

tCJ j1cr g 2'

t+Up) d, td;pd, ~d;g+ U . ) p tp gp ~p ~.
+Upp qiq +g,

ib
(5)

where the sum over j1 runs over all 0 atoms of the CuO

(NN) chain or apex 0 atoms of the Cu atom located at
site i. We assume that the relevant d and p orbitals are
those pointing towards NN, as supported by 0 NMR
studies. The phases of half of the d and p orbitals were
changed so that all tg ) 0. We call tg ——t for hopping
in the CuO plane and take tg = t' = 1.28t for Cu-
apex 0 hopping, using an r ~ distance dependence.
Similarly we call Aj = 4 if position j lies in the CuO
plane and take Aj ——4 + Upg for apex 0 positions, so
that if all Cu ions are Cu+2, it takes the same energy
to add a hole on a plane or on an apex 0 atom. This
is suggested approximately by tight-binding fits to first-
principles band-structure calculations.

The Hamiltonian given by Eqs. (1)—(3) is not appro-
priate for systems with x g 1 or another type of 0 or-
dering. On the one hand, if a Cu atom is a NN to two 0
atoms, which in turn are NN in the 0 plane sublattice,
the assignment of the appropriate 3d eg orbital on the
basis of the NN configuration to the Cu atom is ambigu-
ous. However, experimental and theoretical ' ' ' ev-
idence rule out the presence of NN 0 atoms in the CuO
planes, even in the disordered tetragonal phase at mod-
erate temperatures. On the other hand, if an 0 ion
of the CuO plane (i.e. , without holes) is removed, it
affects severely the energy necessary to add or remove
holes in the neighborhood of the vacancy. This effect is
not taken into account by the choice of vacuum reference
state implicit in Eq. (2) and in alternative treatments of
the problem. Assuming the that removal of neutral 0
atoms does not change the relevant energies, it is more
convenient to express the interatomic repulsion in terms
of the following Cu and 0 charge operators:

V; =1+).d;.d;. , ~, =-2+):p,.p...
- t

plane and that over j2 refers to apex 0 atoms. In order
for Eq. (5) to coincide with Eq. (2) for x =1, the differ-
ences of on-site energies should be

E'p E'p ——4 —10Up& &
E'p E'p: 2Up& . (6)

In the rest of this section we compare the energy and
the electronic properties of the model of Eqs. (1) and (3)
to (6) for CS and HS as a function of oxygen composi-
tion x. What matters here about the structure is that,
for CS, a fraction x of the Cu atoms lie in infinite Cu03
chains, while the rest are contained in CuOq clusters (see
Fig. 1). For HS and z & 1/2, 2x Cu atoms per original
unit cell lie in Cu205 clusters, represented in the bottom
of Fig. 1 at the right, while 1-2x Cu atoms lie in Cu02
clusters. For 1/2( x & 2/3 (and for simplicity we ex-
trapolate this behavior up to z =1), 2(1-x) Cu atoms of
the HS lie in Cu205 clusters and 2x-1 in infinite Cu03
chains. Thus, the problem reduces to distribute the 2x
holes brought by the 0 atoms among the superconduct-
ing Cu02 planes and the available amount of Cu02 clus-
ters, Cu205 clusters, and infinite Cu03 chains, minimiz-
ing the total energy. We further assume that for x = 0,
the Cu02 planes have one hole per Cu atom, that to add
further holes in these planes it is necessary to overcome a
gap and that these holes have 80% 0 character and 20%
Cu character. ' The energy necessary to add the first
of these holes E„ is taken as a parameter, and a constant
derivative of the energy with respect to the number of
holes p = 4/(47rt~) is assumed for simplicity. The main
results of this section are independent of this assumption.
The finite clusters are calculated exactly. Infinite Cu03
chains with one hole per Cu are simulated by a Cu206
cluster with periodic boundary conditions. However, this
approximation is not good enough for higher doping lev-
els and then we performed a canonical transformation
eliminating H' (Refs. 72 and 73) to obtain an effective
Hamiltonian H,g for 0 holes and Cu spins (all Cu ions of
the chain are Cu+2 and only virtual occupation of Cu+
is allowed).

The detailed form of H,g is practically the same as in
Ref. 73 taking Ug, Up —+ oo as we assume. For a small
number of added holes beyond one per Cu, H,g can be
written in the form (taking the origin of one-particle en-

ergies at eg= 0)

Hpfr — N ) tg/(6 + Up(g) + ) [4 + 2U„g + 2t /(4 + Uzz))p~~~p~q~

+) [4+2Upg+t' /(6, + U~g))p, ~ p~g + ) (tgtg /A)d, d, .p, +~, ,p;+g . . (7)
g 2' ib jb'pro'I

A is the number of Cu ions in the chain. The last term
represents an effective hopping between two 0 atoms NN
to a common Cu atom, accompanied by a Cu-0 spin ex-
change. The magnitude of this hopping and the amount
of Cu+ is reduced significantly if corrections of higher

order in 0' are included. The construction of a more
appropriate H,g is in progress. Here we use the two ap-
proximations used in Ref. 34 and point out clearly which
results depend on these approximations and in what way.
The approximation 1 (2) for the dependence of the en-
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ergy of the infinite chains with respect to the number
of holes in them beyond one per Cu is a rigorous lower

(upper) bound for the energy necessary to add the first
of these holes. In approximation 1 we replace the last
term of Eq. (7) by a hopping term without spin flip and
negative sign. The idea is that a spin configuration would
exist which for one added hole minimizes the energy tak-
ing maximum advantage of the elective hopping energy
in the frustrated 0 sublattice. In approximation 2 all
states with apex 0 occupation are neglected. Then, the
sums over j2 disappear and Eq. (7) reduces to the same
Hamiltonian considered by Uimin et a/. ' in the limit
Ud, U„m oo. In this limit the energy spectrum of the
CuO chain (without apex 0 atoms) with open boundary
conditions is independent of the spin configuration and
can be obtained exactly. 4 Taking into account that the
parameters of H,g are overestimated, approximation 2
is likely to be more realistic.

In Fig. 3 we show the hole distribution for reasonable
parameter values. E„was chosen so that for CS nH
0.25 in the plateau as experimentally observed. Simi-
lar curves can be obtained for other parameters choosing
adequately F„. If approximation 1 is used, lower val-
ues of t are necessary. For CS (HS) at the plateau, the
Fermi energy is pinned at the energy necessary to add
the second (third) hole to a CUOz (CuzOs) cluster. As
a consequence of the di8'erence between these energies,
the charge transfer to the planes is larger for CS. For
both types of ordering, nH & 0 for x ) 0.5 and the
semiconductor-superconductor transition takes place at
x=0.5. The small structure at the left of the plateau in

nH for CS is due to a small occupancy of the "upper
band" (beyond one hole per Cu) of the CuOs infinite
chains. For CS and x ( 0.8, the amount of Cu holes in
the CuO planes (n~„—2 in Fig. 3) varies as z. The devi-
ation for x ) 0.8 is due to delocalization of the Cu holes
produced by the 0 occupation due to the large value of
Upd chose n. For lower values of U„d and t, n p„—2 ap-
proaches more the value x for CS. Instead, for HS, as it is
clear at the limit i=0 explained at the beginning of this
section, nc„—2 approaches the behavior 2x for small x
and lower values of t or larger values of 4 as those used in

).3

0.8—

Upd = 1.3

0
Ug =0.5

Upd =0
I

0.2 0.4 0.6

FIG. 4. Difference of energy between HS and CS divided
by the difference in second-neighbor 0 atoms with a Cu in
between, as a function of 0 content for several values of U„g,
t = 1, and 4 = 3. Approximation 1 for doped Cu03 chains
was used, and the superconducting Cu02 planes are assumed
undoped for all x (see text).

Fig. 3. While nH is the most interesting quantity for su-
perconductivity, AE is one of the most relevant for the 0
ordering. Its dependence on x is illustrated in Fig. 4. For
x & 0.5 the result depends only on the electronic struc-
ture of the Cu02 and Cu20q clusters and the energy of
the infinite Cu03 chains for one hole per Cu. Thus, it
is independent of the approximations used for the Cu02
planes and doped chains. For x ) 0.5, AE vs x increases
(decreases) if approximation 1 (2) for doped chains is
used and if the CuOg planes were undoped. Since, as
shown before, the doping of the Cu02 planes is larger for
CS, this implies a larger decrease of the energy of CS and
a tendency to increase AE as a consequence of doping,
as in the example at the beginning of this section. Thus,
we expect a slight increase of AE in the metallic phase,
although a better treatment of doped chains is necessary
to obtain quantitative results for x & 0.5. The depen-
dence on V&g is better illustrated in Fig. 5. In agreement

I I I I / I I I I
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I I I I t I I I I

HS

03

0.1

Q5 x 1 0 05 x

FIG. 3. Number of carriers in the planes nH and total
number of 0 (no) and Cu (no„) holes per unit cell as a func-
tion of 0 content for ordering in chains (left) and for ordering
with regularly spaced 0 atoms (right). Parameters are t = 1,
A = 3, U~d ——1.3. Approximation 2 for doped CuOq chains
was used. The thin line n = x is a guide to the eye.

I

0.4 Ud 1.3
pd

FIG. 5. Difference of energy between HS and CS divided

by the difference in second-neighbor 0 atoms with a Cu in

between, as a function of U„d for t = 1, x & 0.5, and two
values of A.
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III. ATOMIC STRUCTURE
OF THE CuO PLANES

The structural model assumes that any two ith NN 0
atoms of the planes (NNi) repel each other according to a
screened Coulomb repulsion but the interaction between
NN2 with a Cu atom in between Vqg„ is reduced by AE
calculated in the previous section, to take into account
the effects of charge transfer. The model can be written
as

1a=-) V, ,nn, ,

u
(8)

n; is the 0 occupation at site i,

V; = V ' but V~c„——V~ —AE,exp[ —R, /A]

R;

with the simple explanation in the limit t=0, i
]
AE

]
is

very small for U„p ~ 0 and decreases with increasing A.
Assuming that the parameters t, Uz~, and 4 are similar
to those obtained for La~Cu04 using constrained density
functional calculations, 'so the ratio U~g/t lies between
0.37 and 1.3. Unfortunately because of this uncertainty,
we can only say that 0 & AE ( 0.5 in units of t,.

and

r'dn ) '
de~

(day ) dn

d E
dn2

d E(n, d) B E |' BE ) (BzE)
dn Bn t,BnBd) ( Bd )

(15)

Equations (11)—(13) and (15), and structural datas7 de-
fine A for each value of nH = 2(n —1). In the semicon-
ducting phase one should have A = oo. For 0.5 & x (

where E is the total energy per Cu ion of a CuO~
plane. For a highly correlated system, E can be es-
timated using variational wave functions. We use the
Gutzwiller approximation ' applied to an effective one-
band model for Cu0~ planes. Replacing for simplicity
the unperturbed density of states by a rectangular band
of the same width W, E(n) is given by the minimum
with respect to d of the function:

E(n, d) = —W(n/2 —d ) [ 1 + 2d —n

+2d(1+ d —n)'/ ] + Ud

(14)

where R'=3.44 eV and the effective Coulomb repulsion
U =4.1 eV.s The last member of Eq. (14) is given by

cao
(10)

2 lA
abc d~F

(12)

R, is the distance between NNi measured in units of the
lattice parameter ap ——Ri ——a/~2 of the sublattice of all
possible 0 positions assumed square, Aao is the screening
length, q is the 0 charge, and e the dielectric constant in
the semiconducting phase. We use e = 14.7 (Ref. 81) and
q= —1.7.s4'4z Using structural data ap ——2.76 A, then
V = 1.025 eV. The remaining parameter A is calculated
below. Since AE has its origin in the Cu-0 NN repulsion
Uzp, the model is based solely on Coulomb repulsions. It
is justified in more detail in Refs. 41, 42 and 82. However,
it is still oversimplified. It assumes that the effective in-
teraction between the 0 atoms of the Cu0 planes and
all other ions (except the NN Cu ones which are con-
tained in b, E) are independent of the 0 position. This is
an approximation for the interactions within the CuOq+
subsystem, since the charge of the Cu atoms of the Cu0
planes and its NN 0 apex ions depend on the coordina-
tion number of the Cu ions. Also, the assumed form of
the dielectric and Thomas-Fermi screening is valid for
large R;, whereas at small distances different screening
mechanisms (in addition to those taken into account in
AE) take place. ss

The screening length can be estimated using Thomas-
Fermi theory for an isotropic medium which gives

1 ~Op= 4vre
(hap)z Be~ '

where p = n~/(abc) is the number of carriers per unit
volume. In terms of the number of holes per Cu ion of
the superconducting CuOq planes we can write

0.3

AE
V

0.2—

0.1

HS

r

]t' HS
ft

0
0

I

0.2

~ &ra jg
I I

0.4 0.6

FIG. 6. Relative stability of superstructures (SS) com-
posed of full and empty chains (CS) and those which minimize
the Madelung free energy for uniformly charged ions (HS) in
the x, AE plane. A =10 for x ( 3/7 = 0.43 and for x ) 1/2
A= 0.62 (full line), A = 1 (short-dashed line), and A = 2 (lpng-
dashed line) were chosen. Triangles at the bottom correspond
to the ideal compositions for which electron-diffraction exper-
iments which agree with HS were reported: x = 1/8 (Ref. 33),
3/8 (Ref. 29), 3/4 (Ref. 13), aud 7/8 (Ref. 33). The squares
mean the same for CS: x=1/2 (Refs. 29 and 33), 3/5 (Refs. 30
and 32), 2/3 (Refs. 31, 29, and 32), 4/7, 5/8 (Ref. 32) and
3/4 (Refs. 29 and 32). Full symbols indicate that in addition
x-ray experiments [s=3/8 (Refs. 51 aiid 49), x=1/2 (Ref. 50)]
and neutron experiments [x=3/8 (Refs. 48 and 49), x=1/2
(Ref. 47)] confirming the character of the structure. For ideal
composition x = 2/3, the SS has been confirmed by x-ray
diffraction (Ref. 52). For x=3/8, the SS are described in
Fig. 7. For other compositions, the structures are represented
in Refs. 41 and 42.
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0.89, following Ref. 16 nH ——0.24. For this value of nH we
obtain A = 0.62 (Aao ——1.68 A). This value is somewhat
smaller than the one estimated in Ref. 87 and the value

1 which leads to TG-OII transition temperature in
reasonable agreement with experiment.

In Fig. 6 we represent the value of AE for which the
energy of a CS is equal to the energy of the HS with
the same composition. For the semiconducting phase we
have taken A = 10 [the results are practically insensitive
to A for A )4 (Ref. 42)], while in the metallic phase we
have used the above-obtained value of A and two other
values. All possible CS with unit cell 1 x n with n (
8 were considered. ' ' The HS are the ground state
of the model of Eqs. (8) and (9) for AE = 0. For
some compositions, there are several different superstruc-
tures (SS), the energy which differs from the ground-
state energy for AE = 0 in less than V/100.
Here we extend the term HS to all these quasidegener-
ate SS. Examples are the SS shown in Figs. 7(c)—7(f).
In a small interval of AE, SS which consist of short

XX XXX
XX )XX

xxi xx Ixx.txxR

XXX X X

X)( kx X

X+X XX XX X
XXX XX

IdIxx x x x
XoX XXXXXX
XX XeX XoX X

XXXXXXX
XX X X XX X

I'eI X X X Xox
X oX X
X Xo X
XX X X
X XX X XX
XXXXXXX

X XX XXXoX

FIG. 7. Several superstructures for x = 3/8. (a, ) CS which
is the ground state of the model of Ref. 1 for large &@, (b)
ground state of the model for intermediate values of AE,
called PS (Refs. 41, 42, and 82), (c)—(g) structures with nearly
the ground-state energy for AE = 0, (c) is the one of minimum
energy (Ref. 46). (d) was proposed on the basis of electron-
difFraction (Ref. 29) and neutron-diKraction (Ref. 48) exper-
iments. (e) is the one of minimum energy among all those
2v 2 x 2v 2 superstructures (Refs. 41, 42, and 46) and the one
which best explains the x-ray experiments (Ref. 49). (f) is the
one of less free energy near room temperatures and the one
which best explains the neutron experiments (Ref. 46). Thin
full lines delimit unit cells.

0-Cu-0 segments [such as the SS shown in Fig. 7(b)]
are the ground state. ' 2 We call them PS. Neglecting
these PS, Fig. 6 is practically a ground-state phase dia-
gram. Actually, the PS of Fig. 7(b) is the ground state
for 0.12 & AE/V & 0.31,42 and will be taken into ac-
count in the discussion of the next section. The abrupt
decrease for z 0.45 in the critical value of AE (AE, )
necessary to stabilize the CS is due to the decrease of
A (metal-insulator transition), while the increase of b,E
for x 0.74 is due to the change in the form of the HS: for
z & 2/3 they consist of regularly spaced 0 atoms (such
as Fig. 1 right), while for z ) 3/4, they can be thought
as a (nearly hexagonal) pattern of additional 0 vacancies
added to the CS with x=1. '

IV. COMPARISON W'ITH EXPERIMENTS

Concerning structural information, all diffraction pat-
terns so far reported are compatible with either HS or
CS. The character of the observed SS for each composi-
tion is indicated in Fig. 6. The electron-difFraction re-
sults except those for z=l/2 have been objected: For
z & 0.5 it has been suggested that the observed SS are
produced by the electron-beam heating, while for 0
lean samples, physical phenomena different from 0 or-
dering were used to explain the data. s However, the
neutron-difFraction SS peaks measured for z 3/8 are
clearly due to 0 ordering. The observed intensities are
proportional to the square of the 0 form factor. They are
reproduced in Table I together with the corresponding
theoretical results for the three SS represented in Fig. 1,
which are able to reproduce the two most intense peaks
[for two-dimensional wave vectors (1/2, 1/2) and (3/2,
3/2)]. Note that NN2 interfere destructively for these re-
flections and then SS containing 0-Cu-0 segments such
as those represented in Fig. 7(a) or 7(b) cannot explain
the data. The same conclusion is reached &om the x-
ray experiments, ' although they require one to take
into account Cu displacements for their interpretation.
While the x-ray experiments are fully compatible with
the SS of Fig. 7(e),4 the neutron experiments favor the
SS of Fig. 7(f) (see Table I). The model of Ref. 1 also
favors it, 4s but on an energy scale less than V/100, other
interactions, such as elastic energies ~ become impor-
tant and might determine the SS of less free energy. In
fact, although the samples used in the neutron and x-
ray experiments were taken from the same crystal, the
measured lattice parameters are slightly different,
suggesting that the observed SS might be different mi-
crostructures, one of them slightly excited with respect
to the other. Note that if the interaction between NN2
were attractive (V2C„& 0), both SS would be unstable
against NN 0 displacements. Monte Carlo calculations
confirm that metastable SS obtained assuming V2C„(
0 always have short 0-Cu-0 segments and are thus in-

compatible with the neutron and x-ray experiments for
z 3/8. s ' Moreover V2c„should be positive and large
enough to avoid that the SS of Fig. 7(b) be the ground
state. ' Note that it is the ground state for the pa-
rameters chosen in a recent calculation of the structure
transformation kinetics.
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TABLE I. Observed neutron-diffraction intensities in counts for z 3/8 and wave vectors

(2m/a)(h, k, 0) with 0& A,'& h & 7/4 and 4h, 4h integers (Ref. 48), in comparison with the corre-

sponding intensities for the SS shown in Figs. 7(d)—(f). The temperature factor was chosen to fit

the two most intensely observed peaks. The results are the same if h and k are interchanged. 28
is the scattering angle, o = 10 the reported statistical error, and msd the mean square deviation
between observed and calculated intensities. The intensities for which all re6ections in the diferent
atoms of the SS interfere constructively are underlined.

1/4
1/2
1/2
3/4
3/4

1
5/4
5/4
3/2
3/2
5/4
7/4
3/2
7/4
3/2
7/4
7/4

1/4
0

1/2
1/4
3/4
1/2
1/4
3/4

0
1/2
5/4
1/4

1

3/4
3/2
5/4
7/4

msd

28
12
18
25
28
38
40
46
53
55
58
66
66
67
72
81
83
99

40
420
50

&o
& o.

(o
&o
&o
30
&o
(o
&o
&o
150
&o

Id,

93
65

420
41
31
29
26
22
22
191
19
19
18
18
150
16
15
43

I
93
65

420
41
31
29

235
22
22
21
19
19
18
163
150
16
15
71

If

0
420
41
0
0
0
22
0
21
0
19
0
0

150
16
0
12

In spite of the controversy on the electron-diKraction
results, it is encouraging to find that there is a range of
AE for which all the structural data, except one of the
conflicting results for z= 3/4, can be explained. As seen
in Fig. 6, for A = 0.62 estimated in the previous section,
the above-mentioned range is 0.038 & AE/V & 0.069.
If A = 1 this range increases to 0.062 & b.E/V & 0.147
[however for AE/V ) 0.12, the structural model predicts
the SS of Fig. 7(b) as the ground state for x = 3/8 con-
trary to experiment]. This range of values is in agreement
with recent results in which the composition dependence
of the superconducting critical temperature T, can be ex-
plained using an empirical relationship between T, and
Madelung potentials if and only if HS for x & 2/5 and
z ) 3/4 are assumed. 4 The results of Sec. II, as well
as other studies ' suggest that CS ordering favors
charge transfer and the metallization of the system. In
turn, results of the last section and the above analysis
suggest that as x increases, a transition from HS to CS
takes place, together with the insulator-metal transition.
This coincidence is suggested by combined measurements
of lattice parameters and transport properties, ' ' al-
though they cannot distinguish between an HS or a dis-
ordered TG phase.

In contrast to the TG-OII transition, the HS-OII tran-
sition should be discontinuous. Evidence for a first-order
transition around x 0.35 in ErBa2Cu306+ has been
found recently. Also, between 0.2 and 0.4, the amount
of Cu+ in YBa~Cu306+ changes from a 1-2x depen-
dence to a 1-x dependence. ' As shown in Sec. II,
this is consistent with a transition between HS to CS
with increasing x. Further evidence of this transition is
provided by Raman spectra measurements: a mode re-

lated to apex 0 vibrations NN to fourfold coordinated
Cu ions, observed for x &0.5 around 500 cm, is seen to
rapidly decrease in intensity and disappear with decreas-
ing z near the metal-insulator transition. The absence
of fourfold coordinated Cu ions in the semiconducting
phase is only possible for ordering in HS. A disordered
TG phase for x such that the ground state is a CS has
a large amount of fourfold coordinated Cu ions due to
short-range correlations. ' ' Nuclear quadrupole reso-
nance experiments of Cu and their interpretation also
support the presence of predominantly threefold coordi-
nated Cu ions in the semiconducting phase.

Other interesting experiments which show the rela-
tionship between the atomic and the electronic structure
of YBa2Cu306+ are the observation of photoinduced
changes in the transport properties of thin films.
The resistivity of thin films of YBa2Cu306+ with x
0.4 decreases and T, increases as a consequence of illu-
mination. When illumination ceases at room temper-
ature, the transport properties return to their original
values before illumination with times characteristic of
0 diH'usion. We propose the following explanation: the
ground state for the experimental composition is an or-
dered HS [or PS like Fig. 7(b)]. Illumination promotes
carriers to the superconducting Cu02 planes, producing
the observed changes in the transport properties and low-
ering the screening length. As a consequence of this, the
SS becomes unstable and simultaneously with the illu-
mination, ordering in CS takes place. When illumination
ceases the opposite processes occur. An alternative ex-
planation, based on photoassisted 0 ordering assumes
that the ground state is a CS, and that the original state
is a disordered metastable one. ' This explanation re-
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quires a phase transition to the disordered phase in the
relaxation process after ceasing the illumination and, as
pointed out in Ref. 97 it is not clear why the final state is
so diR'erent from the disordered one produced by quench-
ing according to the transport properties.

In addition to its relevance for a qualitative under-
standing of the 0 ordering in YBa2Cu306+, the struc-
tural model [Eqs. (8) and (9)] is of interest by itself.
For large values of A, one expects that the temperature

(T) composition (z) phase diagram at low T is charac-
terized by a dense sequence of first-order transitions with
two-phase fields of vanishing width in composition.
In other words, we expect that the ground state for any
rational value of x is not a mixture of two phases, but
a well-defined characteristic superstructure. This is sug-

gested by the results of Ref. 41 and the exact solution of
the ground state of the one-dimensional (1D) Ising model
with interactions satisfying 2V„& V„& + V„+i.
At low enough T, and for compositions for which the
ground state of the model of Ref. 1 is a CS, the model can
be mapped into the above-described 1D Ising model. 0

Considering in this model only Vi and V2, the resulting
diKraction spectra explain very well the diH'use peaks ob-
served in YBa2Cu306+ for all x and T. Also, the prin-

cipal modulation vector estimated from two-dimensional
Monte Carlo simulations shows a dependence on the O
chemical potential which strongly suggests the presence
of a complete devil's staircase.

According to our results in Sec. II, the plateau in

nH vs z and the 60 K plateau of T, vs z are due to
the fact that the Fermi level is pinned at values deter-
mined by many-body levels of Cu02 clusters for CS and

Cu205 clusters for HS. This explanation seems consis-
tent with the description of T, for intermediate values
of x when Y is replaced by larger ions. ' This
substitution enlarges the Cu-0 distances in the super-
conducting Cu02 planes, but does not modify substan-
tially the distance between Cu atoms of the CuO planes
and apex 0 atoms. Thus, one expects a narrower band
for the Cu02 planes due to the distance dependence of
the hopping and a smaller amount of charge transfer to
them. Similarly for CS ordering one expects that uniaxial
pressure in the a direction broadens the superconducting
band without affecting the chains, increasing the charge
transfer to it and decreasing T at compositions z )0.9
for which the system is overdoped. This is in qualita-
tive agreement with experiment. ' The eAect of
partial isomorphous substitutions can be understood in
similar terms. However, the composition dependence
of the strain derivatives of T, (Ref. 110) are difficult to
explain and it might be necessary to take into account
the stress dependence of other parameters.

A more quantitative study of the electronic proper-
ties in the metallic region requires a better description of
the doped infinite Cu03 chains. On a qualitative level
our results agree with the most peculiar experimental
observations in YBa2Cu306+ . These electronic calcula-
tions allow an estimate of the parameters of the struc-
tural model of Ref. 1. Within the range of uncertainty
of these parameters, one can find reasonable sets of val-

ues for which the structural model explains most of the
reported diffraction data (in particular for x 3/8 and
x 1/2) and thermodynamics.
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